An invitation from Div 48 Peace Psychology

From: Tahin Pekmez

Dear colleagues,

If your work relates to peace, broadly construed, please see below an invitation from the Society for the Study of Peace, Conflict, and Violence: Peace Psychology (Div.48).

Please contact program chair Dan Aalbers <dan.aalbers@gmail.com> if you have any questions.

Serdar M. Değirmencioğlu Tweets as @DirenenSerdar

Visiting Scholar, Goethe University Frankfurt a.M. (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt a.M.)

President-Elect, Society for the Study of Peace, Conflict, and Violence: Peace Psychology
Past President, European Community Psychology Association
Permanent Director, Institute for Trivial Studies

Hi everyone,

The deadline for APA proposals is upon us. This year's presidential theme is **Solidarity Amidst Violence** and we are taking a very broad view of solidarity.

Transforming the APA convention into a convention we want to attend starts here. Please submit a proposal to DIV 48 and tell us about the work you have been doing.


We want to hear from you

Dan Aalbers <dan.aalbers@gmail.com>